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Iraqi artist Hoshmand Mofaq and British archaeologist Ashley Barlow (right) play an ancient board game, known as the Royal
Game of Ur. — AFP photos

Iraqi artist Hoshmand Mofaq and British archaeologist Ashley
Barlow (left) play an ancient board game.

Steampunk enthusiasts attend the sixth annual Haworth Steampunk Weekend in Haworth, northern England on November 25, 2018. The three-day alternative lifestyle festival features: music, dancers, entertainers, burlesque performers, vintage vehicles, a fash-
ion show and a masquerade ball. Steampunk is a subgenre of science fiction or science fantasy that incorporates technology and aesthetic designs inspired by 19th-century industrial steam-powered machinery. — AFP  (see more pictures on page 21)

After rolling pyramid-shaped dice, Iraqi Kurdish arti-
san Hoshmand Muwafaq shifted his pebble around
an ornate board, his handmade recreation of one of

the Middle East’s oldest and most popular games.
Originating nearly 5,000 years ago in what would become
Iraq, the Royal Game of Ur mysteriously died out-until
Muwafaq resurrected it by making his own decorated
wooden board. “It is a nice feeling when you rebuild and
recreate a game which is not played by people anymore,
and you try to show your generation and your people
what we used to have before,” he told AFP. “So you intro-
duce the board again to the people. It’s just really some-
thing, somehow amazing.” It was only in 1922 that the
board game came to light.

A board-a kind of draughtboard in an elongated ‘H’
shape-together with its pieces and dice, were found dur-
ing archaeological excavations at the royal cemetery in the
ancient Sumerian city of Ur, known now as Tal al-
Muqayyar, in southern Iraq. Taken to the British Museum
for closer study, it took more than five decades until
experts managed to match up and translate a set of rules
carved into a piece of clay with the board game. It became
known as the Royal Game of Ur.

Two players have seven circular pieces each, which
they must move in a loop across the beautifully carved
wooden board. If a player lands his piece on a square
already occupied by his rival, he can knock off the original
piece and his rival must start again. Some of the 20 vari-
ously inlaid square places on the board offer players a
refuge from being knocked off, or allow for a second roll
of the unusual, pyramid-shaped dice.

‘First Ur board’ 
Despite its simple rules, it makes for ferocious competi-

tion. “It’s not just a game of luck, there’s strategy,” said
Irving Finkel, the British Museum curator who worked to
decipher the game’s rules. Not only had they discovered

the game’s playing instructions, he said in a video pub-
lished last year by the museum, but also that it could be
played for more than just fun, with some people betting for
drink and women. Superstitious players in ancient
Mesopotamia thought the outcome of each Royal Game
was directed by the gods, or had an impact on their future.

Finkel said the board predated backgammon, a similar
and extremely popular game now played across the
Middle East. “Before chess and before backgammon came
into the world, everybody played this game,” Finkel said.
But it has largely been forgotten by modern-day Iraqis.

‘Testament to globalised world’ 
To revive the game’s prehistoric popularity, British

archaeologist Ashley Barlow asked Muwafaq to recreate a
board based on the dimensions and design of the original.
The aim is to create the first Ur game board “produced in
Iraq for millennia”, said Barlow, who lectures at the
University of Raparin in the town of Raniye, 400 kilome-
ters (250 miles) north of Baghdad. Although it was invent-
ed locally, the game seems to have reached communities
hundreds of kilometres away, even as far as India.

“The board itself, with its Afghan Lapis lazuli and
Pakistani carnelian (gemstones), is testament to a global-
ized world connected by traders, merchants and crafts-
men,” Barlow told AFP. By reviving the game back in its
birthplace, he hopes Iraqis can move past recent decades
of violence to build an identity based on a shared ancient
past. “We want to reintroduce and re-educate people in
their Mesopotamian history, something they can be really
proud of-something that unites people rather than divides
people,” he said.

The old becomes new 
Barlow and his team of volunteers are on a mission to

bring back the spirit of Mesopotamia by spreading the
game-first in the north, and then hopefully to Baghdad and
Mosul. Their first stop is the local park.  There, mainly old-
er men play more mainstream games like checkers and
backgammon-but can the Royal Game of Ur make a
comeback? “Yes!” says Mam Rasool, one of the elderly
men there. “I would play if there is someone to play the
game with, like they (the Mesopotamians) did.” He picked
up a piece to move it across the intricate board. “It’s
5,000 years old, but to us it’s new,” said Rasool. — AFP

In Iraq, an ancient board
game is making a comeback

Empty, haunting
Anne Frank House 
Museum revamped
for new generation

The Anne Frank House Museum, built around the
secret apartment where the Jewish teenager
and her family hid from the Nazis, has

reopened after being renovated to receive a new
generation of visitors whose grandparents were
born after World War II. The museum and tiny
apartment where Anne wrote her diary-which has
become the most widely-read document to emerge
from the Holocaust-attract 1.2 million visitors annu-
ally. Anne’s story is told through simple photos,
quotes from her diary and video testimony of sur-
vivors. Curators have now added an audio tour. “We
sometimes say that the Anne Frank House Museum
is one of the only museums in the world that doesn’t
have much more to offer than empty spaces,” said
museum director Ronald Leopold. “An audio tour
gave us the ability to give information without dis-
turbing what I think is one of the most powerful ele-
ments of this house: its emptiness.”

A trip through the museum, which was reopened
by Dutch King Willem-Alexander on Thursday,
begins with the history of the Frank family, their
flight to the Netherlands after Hitler’s rise to power
in Germany and their decision to go into hiding on
July 6, 1942. Visitors pass through the swinging
bookcase that concealed the cramped secret annex
above a warehouse where Anne, her sister Margot,
her father Otto, mother Edith and four other Jews
hid until they were arrested by German police on
August 4, 1944. The museum then displays the gov-
ernment document registering the Franks’ deporta-
tion on a cattle car train to Auschwitz.

Anne was later transferred to the concentration
camp at Bergen-Belsen, where she died in early
1945 aged 15, one of the six million Jews who lost
their life under the Nazi regime. Of those that hid in
the secret apartment, only Otto survived the war. He
was given Anne’s diary, which had been preserved
by Miep Gies, a member of the tight circle of Dutch
friends that helped the Jews in hiding. In a film clip,
Otto describes reading the diary after a period of
grieving. “I must say I was very much surprised
about the deep thoughts there she had; her serious-
ness, especially her self-criticism. It was quite a dif-
ferent Anne I had known as my daughter,” he said. 

“My conclusion is, as I had been on very, very
good terms with her, that most parents don’t know-
don’t know really-their own children.” The museum
concludes with a simple room where the original
red-and-white bound diary-which outgrew its cov-
ers-and several additional pages are on display.
Photographs are not allowed due to the fragility of
the pages. — Reuters

An ancient board game, known as the Royal Game of
Ur, is seen in the northern Iraqi city of Raniey.


